Kurilpa Futures Submission to BCC on
Green Bridges - Toowong to West End and
St Lucia to West End
greenbridges@brisbane.qld.gov.au
Kurilpa Futures (KF) is pleased to provide a submission on the proposed Green
Bridges to West End, noting that the deadline to provide feedback on these
complex proposals was sensibly extended to 31 March. KF recognises that green
bridges could be a valuable part of the overdue shift towards active transport, in
an area of very rapid current and continuing population growth, and accepts that
West End is an integral part of an active and inter-dependent inner city and wider
metropolis. However, we continue to have many concerns about the consultation
process and the bridge options as outlined below.
Community consultation
We remain concerned that the ‘push polling’ online survey on the Brisbane City
Council website constrains participants to identify and support one of three
preferred bridge options in the two locations, giving no opportunity to raise
concerns and seek more information, nor to register a ‘no bridge’ position.
Kurilpa Futures considers that untimely, rushed community engagement and
unpublished incomplete information has already served to escalate confusion and
division among residents. Council has also not allowed the community to consider
and provide feedback on the costs and benefits of alternatives to bridges, such as
a “lateral bridge” river walk/cycle way from West End to Dutton Park and the
existing Eleanor Schonell Bridge, or improvement to ferry services and bus routes.
Support for active transport infrastructure on the Kurilpa peninsula
We are concerned that Council has decided to proceed with significant
expenditure on these bridges without demonstrating how they will deliver other
more aﬀordable and eﬀective active transport initiatives outlined in the South
Brisbane Transport and Mobility Study (DTMR: 2019). The money to be spent on
these bridges could be re-allocated to implement much needed transport and
mobility initiatives for the Kurilpa peninsula to help address the escalating traﬃc
congestion caused by rapid, large-scale urban development. This is at the heart of
deciding the key question: which mix of proposals is the best overall option to
increase active travel and local and cross-river mobility, and reduce car usage?
Limited access to reliable data
Despite a considered response from the Green Bridges Program team to our
concerns in the interim, we remain unconvinced that impediments to this program
have been properly, equitably, transparently and publicly addressed. We
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understand that Council used the Brisbane Strategic Transport Model to estimate
the expected daily trip numbers for each bridge alignment option, based on the
combined volumes for walking, cycling, walk to public transport, recreational and
e-scooter trips modelled for the years 2031 and 2041. We still have serious
concerns about the credibility of the 10 and 20- year modelled forecasts provided.
While we expect that these numbers will be further refined as part of the project's
preliminary business case, this provides another reason for caution and a staged
approach.
We remain concerned that the University of Queensland (UQ), the second largest
trip generator in Brisbane, has not indicated its position on these bridge options,
nor been available publicly to address the community. We are also concerned that
the impact of the rapid transition to online education has not been factored into
any modelling we have seen to date. Our submission respects the views of the St
Lucia Residents Association that the needs of St Lucia residents are not the same
as those of the UQ population.
Insuﬃcient information has been provided to understand the full eﬀects of each
landing option. 3D views for residents to gauge the visual impact of each landing
option on either side of the river are needed. Detailed plans, sections and
elevations/views showing lot boundaries and existing houses; survey plans with
levels and showing existing tree canopies; the area of proposed hard and soft
landscape; the total area of lost green space and the extent of on-ground, or oﬀground structures proposed should be provided.
The Kangaroo Point bridge consultations, for example, needed additional
information sessions for people to make informed submissions and we note from
these the range of groups engaged. Due to the complexity of assessing competing
bridge options, there would be benefit in Council making additional Town Hall style
presentations, providing more detailed information.
Toowong to West End Bridge
After attending Council’s own consultation processes and several other community
meetings, Kurilpa Future’s position is that if Council has made the decision to have
a bridge (regardless of community sentiment), we have the least objection to the
Toowong to West End (Option A) bridge, at this time, and until more detailed
design work is released by Council. Our reasoning is that a bridge to Toowong may
provide access to the Toowong railway station and would link to the Council’s
cycle infrastructure on Riverside Drive. Option A also has fewer impacts on
important trees than option B; however, we have ongoing concerns about the
Council Sorry site and the mature trees to be removed as part of Option A. We are
also aware that some residents are very opposed to any Toowong bridge.
St Lucia to West End Bridge
We do not support any option for the St Lucia to West End bridge. Kurilpa Futures
appreciates that should feedback from the community suggest there is little
support for a St Lucia to West End green bridge, Council may consider alternative
locations for a green bridge in other parts of Brisbane. We believe that as well as
green bridges, Council should also consider ignored alternatives (including trialing
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free ferry services), and opportunities for improved cycling and walking
infrastructure and access in the Kurilpa peninsula.
A staged approach
We therefore recommend a cautious and staged approach to the building of any
bridge, so that lessons learnt from construction of the earlier Kangaroo Point
pedestrian and cycle bridge (e.g. unexpected design, budget, construction &
connectivity issues, user feedback, and actual trip numbers) can inform the final
design, construction and, (potentially), green space loss oﬀsetting of the Toowong
to West End bridge proposal.
If Council is determined to proceed with the St Lucia to West End bridge, further
work on a bridge for the already well serviced St Lucia to West End crossing
should be suspended until lessons from the Toowong bridge including actual trip
volumes are, in turn, properly assessed.
Kurilpa Future’s position is informed by the principles detailed below. These may
change and/or develop as the project progresses.
No support for any bridge option until the Council demonstrates how it will
implement the findings of the South Brisbane Transport and Mobility Study
We remain unconvinced that Council has demonstrated how it will implement the
findings of the South Brisbane Transport and Mobility Study (P35, response 5b)
which states: “Planning and decision making for supporting public transport (ferry
and buses) infrastructure and services as well as cycle infrastructure to maximise
connectivity of the green bridges as part of a well-integrated transport service.”.
While Council’s information indicates the landing points for each option, and some
brief information about connections, we need details of how users will access
connecting routes and transport networks, whether new or existing. Importantly,
we need Council to indicate that funding (additional to the bridge budget if
necessary) to make or improve these connections has been dedicated and will be
spent conjointly with bridge works. A cycling infrastructure connection failure such
as that between the northern end of the Kurilpa Bridge and the Bicentennial
Bikeway cannot be allowed to occur again.
No one option should impact adversely on any other community on either
side of the river
Both the Save Guyatt Park and St Lucia Residents Associations say there will be
loss of important green space if the park is selected as the preferred landing
option (A). A diminished Guyatt Park aﬀects total usable green space for all river
residents not just those in St Lucia. The alternative options (Guyatt Park to Orleigh
Park (B) and Munro St to Ryan St (C) would not involve resumptions or property
purchases but direct users into quiet residential streets not built for expected
traﬃc.
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No net loss of public green space and trees, and protection of significant
trees
An overarching position on the overall impacts of one option versus the
alternatives cannot be arrived at without further details. For example, how will a
net zero loss of green space/parkland be achieved? This is an essential
requirement in the increasingly populated inner-city suburbs on both sides of the
river. We note that providing access to remote green space through a bridge does
not outweigh local green space lost by a bridge landing, especially for ageing or
disabled users, or those with young children. Appendix 1 shows an estimate of the
net loss of green space on the West End landing options.
Constructing bridge landings and associated infrastructure will significantly reduce
green space and total parkland. Detailed data on open green space loss and tree
loss, including numbers of mature trees and canopy cover, is required. Some
significant old trees are at risk in the Toowong to West End options and should be
protected at all costs (see Appendix 2). The proposed replacement of lost trees in
the local area (fully costed as like for like, not young for old) is essential.
We agree with the West End Community Association that the social and
environmental value of parks needs to be properly costed into proposals as loss of
eﬀective green space is eﬀectively a resumption.
If net zero loss cannot be achieved locally (i.e., in the immediate vicinity of any
bridge option), Kurilpa Futures strongly suggests and supports a net zero (or
better) oﬀsetting of local losses of public open space (except for significant mature
trees listed in Appendix 2) with the purchase of 281 & 297 Montague Road, West
End, which is currently subject of an application that would result in a massive
unwanted overdevelopment of the site.
This would provide much needed public open space to enable a full-sized soccer
field including night training facilities on the adjacent land in Davies Park in
accordance with former planning schemes. It would also bolster Brisbane’s green
credentials in its bid to host the Summer Olympics in 2032.
No compulsory acquisition of residential properties
When the community is not clearly informed with details, it can lead to angst and
speculation. The potential for compulsory acquisitions has already upset aﬀected
residents. Kurilpa Futures does not support compulsory residential acquisitions
particularly if the public benefits are contested.
We are concerned that we are already seeing some community divisions. While we
appreciate that there may be trade-oﬀs, there should be no forced loss of local
homes, a divisive and community impairing approach. Were resumptions to be
considered necessary after all alternatives had been exhausted, there should be
procedural fairness, communication timeliness, and fair compensation.
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Include connections to the Active Transport Network as part of the overall
bridge program, supported by a comprehensive business case
KF would like to know how bridge users will be integrated into existing or new
transport networks. This should include information about access for people who
have mobility impairments. All designs should include infrastructure for the
connecting routes that enables safe access for pedestrians, cyclists, and users
with impaired mobility.
We don’t anticipate the need for two bridges in close proximity without the
provision of independently reviewed business cases. Kurilpa Futures seeks a
commitment from Council to publish the business case/s and further designs for
any chosen option/s including details such as landings in parks; height and width
of the bridges, any pylons and visual bulk; on and oﬀ-bridge shade provision,
lighting; expected carbon emissions of the bridge construction and operation
benchmarked to international standards for comparison; and carbon emissions
reduction strategies and design elements.
Protect the Indigenous ‘Sorry’ site including Cranbrook Place, at the end of
Forbes St West End
The Toowong to West End option A appears to impact the original 1971 sorry
remembrances plaque, and for Toowong to West End options B & C the published
details do not state that Cranbrook House and the surrounding Indigenous ‘Sorry’
site will not be impacted. While we understand Council is alert to community
concerns about this, you should be explicit in your published material about how
the site will be protected, and what prior engagement has occurred with the First
Nations community including the Traditional Owners about the impacts of the
bridges on these sites.
In summary, Kurilpa Futures is not supportive of the bridges as currently proposed
by Council. We have the least objection at this time to the Toowong to West End
Bridge Option A only.
Yours Stephen Fisher for
Kurilpa Futures
E: kurilpafuturesgroup@gmail.com
W: kurilpafutures.org
cc:
¨
¨
¨
¨

Seleanah More, President, West End Community Association
James Mackay, St Lucia Residents Association
David Pincus, Friends of Guyatt Park
Elizabeth Handley, Brisbane Residents United
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Appendix 1
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Appendix 2 Trees estimated to be at risk in West End Parks.
Bridge & option
St Lucia A
St Lucia A
St Lucia A
St Lucia A
St Lucia A
St Lucia B
St Lucia C
St Lucia C
St Lucia C
St Lucia C
St Lucia C
St Lucia C
St Lucia C
St Lucia C
St Lucia C
St Lucia C
St Lucia C
St Lucia C
St Lucia C
St Lucia C
St Lucia C
St Lucia C
St Lucia C
Toowong A
Toowong A
Toowong A
Toowong A
Toowong A
Toowong A
Toowong A
Toowong B
Toowong B
Toowong B
Toowong B
Toowong B
Toowong B
Toowong B
Toowong B
Toowong B
Toowong B

Botanical Name
Ficus microcarpa
Celtis sinensis
Avicenna marina
Aegiciras comiculatum
Ficus benjamina
N/A
Brachychiton acerifolius
Brachychiton acerifolius
Brachychiton acerifolius
Brachychiton acerifolius
Brachychiton acerifolius
Corymbia tessellaris
Delonix regia
Delonix regia
Delonix regia
Delonix regia
Delonix regia
Delonix regia
Delonix regia
Eucalpytus propinqua
Cupaniopsis anacardioides
Cassia Fistula
Avicenna marina
Delonix regia
Jacaranda mimosifolia
Brachychiton acerifolius
Brachychiton acerifolius
Brachychiton acerifolius
Brachychiton acerifolius
Delonix regia
Chordia dichotama
Chordia dichotama
Cassia fistula
Lophostemon confertus
benjaminia
Ficus benjamina
Grevilla Robusta
Bauhinia variegata
Millettia pinnata
Millettia pinnata

CO2_e
Native/ Circumference Carbon
equivalent
Introduced centimeters Stored kg
kg
Small fruited fig rainforest native
136
708
2596
Chinese elm
other
Introduced
305
3214
11785
Grey mangrove other
native
40
43
158
River mangrove other
native
0
Weeping fig
rainforest Introduced
527
17545
64332
Common Name

Type

Flame Tree
rainforest
Flame Tree
rainforest
Flame Tree
rainforest
Flame Tree
rainforest
Flame Tree
rainforest
Moreton Bay Ash gum
Poinciana
softwood
Poinciana
softwood
Poinciana
softwood
Poinciana
softwood
Poinciana
softwood
Poinciana
softwood
Poinciana
softwood
Grey Gum
gum
Tuckeroo
rainforest
Golden shower other
Grey mangrove other
Poinciana
other
Jacaranda
Other
Flame Tree
rainforest
Flame Tree
rainforest
Flame Tree
rainforest
Flame Tree
rainforest
Poinciana
softwood
Snotty Gobble rainforest
Snotty Gobble rainforest
Golden shower other
brushbox
gum
fig
rainforest
fig
rainforest
Silky Oak
Bauhinia
other
Pongamia
other
Pongamia
other
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native
native
native
native
native
native
Introduced
Introduced
Introduced
Introduced
Introduced
Introduced
Introduced
Native
native
Introduced
native
Introduced
Introduced
native
native
native
native
Indtroduced
native
2nd trunk
introduced
native
introduced
Introduced
native
Introduced
Introduced
2nd trunk

90
110
85
45
76
160
370
390
202
117
176
488
332
247
100
70
o
301
50
75
84
70
90
472
380
180
70
80
180
220
43
488
142
119

226
428
232
178
51
702
3330
3748
854
250
627
6203
2610
1954
342
152

975
1569
851
653
187
2574
12210
13743
3131
917
2299
22744
9570
7165
1254
557

3965
72
173
226
147
266
5756
8083
1376
152
137
1376
2214
20
11682
730
498

14538
264
634
829
539
975
21105
29638
5045
557
502
5045
8118
73
42834
2,710
1826

